Cyxtera
Cloud Connect
Connecting colocation to the cloud
and between cities

Directly connect, access,and
extend your environment to the
Cloud – no third parties needed

Enterprises have adopted hybrid IT strategies to benefit from the public cloud while still
hosting sensitive or business-critical systems either on-premises or in colocation centers. But
adding connections to public cloud providers or extending connections between colocation
centers involves working with multiple third parties, which adds complexity and delay.
With Cyxtera Cloud Connect, businesses can quickly and easily create direct, secure
connections to leading public clouds or between Cyxtera colocation centers. This allows the
ability to eliminate delays and resolve complexities of public cloud connectionsusing a simple,
one-stop approach to provisioning and access.
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directly from Cyxtera—all through the
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Experience the data center on-demand by calling us at
1-855-699-8372 or shooting us a note at sales@cyxtera.com.
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